
GWPC YEARBOOK SPRING 2019

Minutes of 2019 GWPC AGM 
Held at Middlewich Community Centre, Civic Way, Middlewich, Cheshire. 
CW10 9BX 

Held on Sunday 31st March 2019 commencing at 10.30am 

(1) Election of Chair - Our President, Mrs Barbara Rigby, opened the meeting 
at 10.40am and suggested the meeting should be chaired by our Club 
Chairman, Mr Peter McCullough. As there were no other suggestions or 
objections he took the Chair. 

(2) Present - Barbara Rigby, Trevor Rigby, Barbara Stamp, Angela Cooke, 
Maxine McCullough, Bridgit Kearns, David Donnelly, Kim Donnelly, Robert 
Geary, Kimberley Winstanley, Peter Walker, Elaine Turnbull and Peter 
McCullough. 

(3) Apologies for Absence - Carole Brown, Victor Brown, Sarah Morris, Sally 
English, Sue Parr, Jean Byrne, Beverley Chrystie, Lloyd Birch, Debs Lovatt, 
Paul Lovatt, Sandra Harries, Nicky Hamlin, Sue Zarpanely, Penny Craig, Gary 
Craig, Wendy Oxman, Mandy Geary, Kerry Thomas, Simon Luxmoore, Pauline 
Luxmoore-Ball, Fleur Fillingham, Prof. David Brigden, Alistair Ford, Janet 
Ford, Paul Evans, Christine Evans and Alice Turnbull 

(4) Minutes of the 2018 AGM - The minutes of the 2018 AGM, which were 
on display on the Club website, were on a proposal by Maxine McCullough 
and seconded by Barbara Stamp, were accepted as a true record and signed 
accordingly. 

(5) Matters Arising - The Secretary, Robert Geary, informed the meeting that 
the Club were in the advanced stages of organising a weekend event for the 
Championship Show, as had been requested by the members, only for the 
venue Walford Campus, Baschurch, Staffordshire, to cancel the booking that 
we had made.  This was due to the college amalgamating with Ludlow and 
Hereford College and a decision made to refurbish the College during the 
academic breaks this year. This would involve major building renovation and 
therefore it was felt the campus would be unsafe at these times. As a result of 
not being able to find another suitable venue at short notice the Committee 
had decided to revert to finding a venue for the Championship Show. We are 
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therefore going back to Tomlinsons Canine Centre, Markfield on Saturday 6th 
July. 

(6) President’s Address - It has been a successful year for our breed with 
some shining stars in the show ring and field, both here, and on the 
continent, proving what we all know that we really do have a Dual Purpose 
Gundog.  Although if some endearing photos on social media are anything to 
go by, it may be better to call them triple purpose, in that they take over our 
comfort areas and are excellent substitutes for a fleecy blanket. 

Probably, for me, the greatest success was the February (2019) issue of the 
Kennel Gazette, which featured The German Wirehaired Pointer. If you 
haven’t read this yet, I strongly advise you to do so. 

The articles are highly interesting on the versatility of the breed and the 
articles from show and field trial judges bring back some happy memories of 
some greats from the past, as well as highlighting the up and coming 
younger dogs. This publication took an immense amount of work by 
members of the committee, not only in collecting and editing, but collating 
photos, speaking to the contributors and of course liaising with the editor of 
the Gazette. My thanks go to all our contributors and of course our 
committee for their dedication. The committee have worked hard behind the 
scenes as usual, being on a small committee involves a lot of effort with little 
recognition. Our upgraded web site is a pleasure to read ,thanks to our 
Chairman, Peter.  We have had a couple of setbacks with venues, through no 
fault of our own and I would particularly like to thank Rob and Mandy Geary 
for all the time they put in to find alternative venues for the Championship 
Show and committee meetings 

I will not encroach on other Officer reports, which are very encouraging for 
our lovely breed, so I will finish by saying please support your Club, but most 
of all love your dogs. 

(7) Chairmans Report - This is my second year as Chairman of the 
Committee.  The club is very fortunate to have a number of very hardworking 
individuals continuing to serve as officers or members of the Committee, 
without whom the Club would be unable to stage any of its events or 
progress the many requests we get from the Kennel Club to progress 
education and awareness programmes. 
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As you will hear from the reports of other members of the Committee, we 
have had a very successful year, both financially and in terms of the events 
and activities we have been able to stage - but sadly, we have not been able 
to do everything we had wanted to do for members - but we are a small club 
with limited human and financial resources and have had to make 
compromises.  

Our breed has seen unprecedented growth this year - registrations rising by 
32% to 536 dogs, the highest it has every been.  We are starting to see the 
positive impact of that already in the show ring as many new puppies have 
appeared at the last few shows, but such a significant change could also bring 
challenges for rescue in the future.  For a Club like ours, three sets of 
activities dominate events and finances - Shows, Field Trials and Rescue.  This 
is not surprising, since the bulk of the membership are involved in, or support 
one or more of these activities. 

This year the Club has had to deal with all the changes being implemented 
by the Kennel Club in developing the new Judge education system.  This has 
meant a lot of changes to our judge lists, education seminars, appointing of 
mentors as well as expanding our Club shows to add an extra Spring Open 
Show.  My grateful thanks to Barbara Stamp and Kimberley Winstanley for 
their continued efforts. 

The Club staged 5 Field Trials this year (1 more than last year) and for the first 
time in many years, 3 Pointing Tests.  All the trials were fully subscribed giving 
us one of our best seasons in recent times.  This is due almost entirely to the 
efforts of Trevor Rigby and we are very grateful for his continued support of 
the Club.   

Jay Boden and the Club Rescue has continued to provide the much needed 
route for owners and dogs in need help and support to have somewhere to 
turn.  We took a different approach for the GWPC Calendar this year, our 
main fund raiser for Rescue with great success.  Our grateful thanks to Wendy 
Oxman and Kimberley for that, as well as Nicola Spinks and Lloyd Birch for 
their continuing generosity in supporting Rescue. 

In addition to these core activities, we have managed to expand our website 
content, increase our membership back to well above 300 members and work 
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with the KC Gazette team on the ‘Judges Choice’ feature on the GWP - they 
have ever published, taking almost half February’s magazine. 

Inevitably we have wanted to do more than our resources permitted and we 
have lost several Committee members whose situations have changed and/or 
cannot afford to devote the time they intended.   The planned GWPC 
Weekend has had to be postponed this year because the venue has changed 
ownership and they cancelled all bookings.  The Spring newsletter and 
planned Yearbook have been slightly delayed due to workloads on remaining 
Committee.  I would like to thank the whole Committee for their efforts and 
support of the Club.   In particular, I would like to thank Wendy Oxman, who 
is standing down, having been our membership secretary and fund raiser for 
many years - as well as Paul and Debbie Lovatt and Mandy Geary who are all 
standing down also. 

(8) Secretary’s Report - Yet again it is the time of year when we reflect on the 
past year. As stated earlier it has not been without its problems, the biggest 
being the cancellation of our venue when we were in the advanced stages of 
planning. The KC Gazette, featuring the GWP, was well planned and laid out, 
although we were disappointed in the handling of the judges’ selection, by 
the editor. I, personally would like to thank all the  committee members for 
their usual hard work, especially, Wendy Oxman, Trevor Rigby, Christine 
Evans, Peter McCullough, Barbara Stamp and also the hard working Jay 
Boden our Rescue coordinator. Special thanks must go to Mandy Geary for 
the work she put in to the weekend only to see it cancelled. The Champ and 
Open Shows went off without any problems. My thanks to Kim Donnelly for 
standing in for kitchen duties at the Open show, ably assisted by husband 
Dave, 

The results from the Champ Show, judged by Pauline Luxmoore-Ball were:-  

Best in Show – McCulloughs’ Kimmax Koz I Kan 
Reserve Best in Show and Best Opposite – McCulloughs’ Sh Ch 
Kimmax Kurious George  
Best Puppy in Breed Thorntons’ Bareve Bat Out of Hell 
Best Veteran – Gettings’ Ch/Ir Ch/Int Ch Sh Ch Kimmax Krystal Klear 
of Beechilawn.  
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The Open Show results, judged by Penny Craig, were:-  

Best in Show – McCulloughs’ Sh Ch Kimmax Kurious George  
Reserve Best in Show and Best Opposite- Gearys’ Egermaster Shine 
for Germanus (imp) 
Best Puppy in Show – Lovatts’ Beechilawn Amarillo Starlight of 
Shirostar 
Best Veteran – Turnbull’s Kimmax Kayenta at Elagram.  

I am sure anything else I would say at this point would overlap with the 
reports still to come. So I will close by saying please support the hard work 
being done by the committee and try and attend our organised events. 

(9) Field Trial Secretary’s Report - The Club held 5 field trials during the 
shooting season, an increase of 1 over the previous season. 

There were 1 x  Open Stake on Grouse; 2 x All Aged Stakes and 2 x Novice 
Stakes. These Trials resulted in 10 Awards being given;-  

1 First in the Open Stake; 1 Second in the Novice Stake; 1 third in an All 
Aged Stake; 3 fourths (1x Novice and 2 x All Aged) and 4 COM’s (2 x Novice, 
1 x All Aged and 1 x Open).  

As a result of these awards I can announce that Lee Loveridge with his GWP, 
Horseback Patch, has won the Dortanza Trophy for the most points by a 
member with a GWP, in our trials, with a total of 6 points, Louise Holmes was 
second with 3 points.  

A review of the season shows that all our Trials were fully subscribed with 60 
dogs running and a total of 99 people entered the trials. I am very pleased 
with this. Many positive comments have been received about our 
organisation, the attention to safety, the quality of the grounds, the 
camaraderie amongst the competitors and the refreshments available at the 
end of the Trials. I shall seek one further trial ground for next year in order to 
run 6 Trials.  

All our Hosts are happy to entertain the Club again next year on their 
grounds. I am hoping to make Coates Marsh an All Aged Partridge Stake at 
the end of September as no other breed society holds one. I am also going 
to propose to the committee that we should slightly increase entry fees to 
support higher funding of the Trials. I will be proposing that 1) the Open 
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Grouse Trial remains at members £40 and non-members £50 and 2) Novice 
and All Aged Stakes be increased to £30 members and £40 non-members. 

As a result of the pointing Tests, on grouse and partridge, and sponsorship of 
the Open Grouse Trial we had a surplus of £716, Losses were made in the 
remaining trials of £334.98, which left a total surplus for the year of £381.02. 

I am hoping to run a pointing test again this year. 

Working Tests - It is essential we extend our working opportunities for 
members.  We need to run a Gundog Working Test at Widmerpool, Notts 
and possibly another in a different area of the country. To do this we need to 
apply for a licence to operate these, from the KC. We also need to put in situ 
a Working Activities Coordinator(WAC) in order that we can organise a more 
varied activity register within the Club. 

Trevor also stated that from the 81 HPR Field Trials organised there were only 
148 entrants to all of these and therefore we should be promoting more 
Novice training to help swell these numbers, Dave Donnelly asked if there 
were any training days being organised. Trevor said that none had been 
arranged so far but that a working activities organiser should be organising 
these, but he agreed that we, as a Club needed to try and organise 
something. 

Barbara Stamp stated that she wished to thank Trevor for all his hard work 
done in the last year. 

(10) Treasurer’s Report - The final accounts for the year ended December 
2018 are presented for your information. The audit of the accounts took place 
on 23rd February 2019. It was undertaken by Nicola Maddox and Michelle 
Phillips. Both Nicola and Michelle confirmed that they are prepared to 
undertake the audit next year 

The figures show that the club made a profit of £1084.82 on the main 
accounts which is an increase on 2017. Subscriptions have decreased very 
slightly in year in year from £2371 in 2017 to £2318 in 2018. Overall field 
trials made a slight loss in the year of £42.87 with some successful events 
supporting the field trials. A breakdown of the figures is available to the 
meeting. Overall the Champ and Open showed showed a slight loss of £2.21. 
Again a breakdown of costs is provided to the meeting. The Judges seminar 
was a great success breaking even in terms of costs and income. 
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There is a stock adjustment in year representing a write off of £173.18. 
Following this the club has no stock holding. Changes to the logo mean that 
current stocks have a reduced value. Any changes to regalia in future will be 
supported by an increased use of PayPal to collect income. PayPal use for 
subscriptions is increasing and will be encouraged further in 2019. The use of 
PayPal in support of rescue is already fully developed. 

Rescue is showing a profit of £3718 for the year. The sale of calendars raised 
£2111 giving a profit of £1155 after costs. General donations in year were 
£2306 just slightly more than the previous year and were received from those 
adopting or giving up dogs for adoption and also by member fund raising 
events initiatives. 

During the year rescue was not required to provide any specific intervention 
for dogs requiring medical or other support. Currently there are no dogs in 
kennels or in need of significant intervention. 

During the audit the Auditors identified no issues. 

This concludes the financial report. In closing I would like to apologise that I 
was unable to attend the AGM today. If there are any questions that cannot 
be answered today I am very happy to provide written responses outside the 
meeting. 

Elaine Turnbull asked what the KC surcharge was that was shown in the 
accounts. Robert Geary replied it was a surcharge placed on the Club from 
the number of dogs entered at the Championship Show. Barbara Stamp aske 
if we new how much had been raised by Lloyd Birch for Rescue. Robert Geary 
replied that the exact figure was not to hand but the majority of the 
donations had been from Lloyd and Nicola Spink. 
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GERMAN WIREHAIRED POINTER CLUB  
Income and expenditure Account for the Year Ending 31st December 2018 

2017 Income 2018
£ £

2371.06 Subscriptions 2317.92
2011.54 All Field Trial / Test and SPT Entries 3411.88
1557.50 Champ and Open Show Income 1759.34

319.82 Regalia Sales - Profit 123.00
90.00 Adverts/ Puppy List / Breeders List 60.00

0.58 Nat West Deposit Account interest - net 3.28
455.00 Judges Seminar 295.00

13020.97 Rescue 4673.54
19826.47 12643.96

Expenditure
296.75 Insurance 302.00

45.00 K. C. Registration Fee 45.00
175.00 Crufts Stand 0.00
409.57 Officers  Postage / Stationery 441.27

0.00 Newsletters 0.00
1476.01 Show Expenses 1761.55

314.90 Committee Meetings, AGM and SGM 145.60
2320.83 Field Trial / Working Test and SPT costs 3454.75

406.16 Judges / Competance framework Seminars 169.25
0.00 Internet Costs ( hosting etc) 0.00

450.00 Honararia 350.00
0.00 Donations/Sponsorship 15.00
0.00 Stock Adjustments 173.18
0.00 Give a Dog a Genome Contribution 0.00

73.00 Misc 28.00
14495.67 Rescue 955.24
20462.89 7840.84
(636.42) Income less Expenditure  Profit/ ( Loss) 4,803.12

838.28 Club 1084.82
(£1,474.70) Rescue £3,718.30
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GERMAN WIREHAIRED POINTER CLUB
Balance Sheet as at 31st December 2018

Prepayments - Champ Show £60 for 2019; Open Shows £70 for 2019

Auditors'  Report
Basis of Opinion
We perform our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we 
consider necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable 
assurance that the financial statements are free from material mis-statement, whether 
caused by fraud, by other irregularity or by error. In forming our opinion, we also 
evaluated the overall presentation of information in the financial statements.

Opinion
We perform our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we 
consider affairs of the Club as at 31st December 2018 and have been properly 
prepared.

N Maddox      23.2.19 M Phillips       23.2.19

2017 2018
£ £

11992.80 Barclays Bank and cash in hand 13257.52
3758.45 Nat West Reserve Account Club 3761.73
9244.74 Nat West Current Account Rescue 12958.63
5035.22 Nat West Reserve Account Rescue 5039.63

173.18 Stock in Hand ( at cost) 0
140.00 Prepayments 130.00

30344.39 35147.51
Represented by

30980.81 Accumulated Fund as at 1st January 2017 30344.39
-636.42 Add profit / (loss) for Year 4803.12

30344.39 35147.51
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Breakdown of Expenditure 2018 

£ £ £
Championship Show
Income
Entry Fees & Catalogue Sales 1014.50
Dogs not for show 14.00
Misc 0.00
Scurry 35.00
Raffle 191.50 1255.00
Expenditure
Fosse Data costs
Catalogues 90.97
Schedules 87.90
Misc incl admin costs 63.20 242.07
Licence 60.00
Venue Costs - Tomlinsons 361.00
Judges Gifts 46.48
Rosette Costs 139.64
Raffle Prize 21.69
KC re  surcharge 9.00
Misc 60.19

698.00 940.07
Net Profit / (Loss) 314.93

Open Show
Income
Entry Fees & Catalogue Sales 280.50
Dogs not for show 11.00
Catering 142.05
Scurry 5.00
Misc 2.50
Raffle 63.29 504.34
Expenditure
Fosse Data costs
Catalogues 76.05
Schedules 77.00
Misc incl admin costs 46.96 200.01
Licence 35.00
Venue Costs 141.75
misc  incl gazebos 95.39
Judges Gifts 29.00
Rosette Costs 80.21
Catering (incl Judges Hospitality) 208.35
Raffle 31.77 621.47 821.48
Net Profit / (Loss) (317.14)
Total Show Profit (2.21)
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Field Trial Breakdown   2018 

£ £
2017/18 Trials
Income 600.00
Expenditure 439.09
Profit / (Loss) 160.91

Season 2018
3.9.18 Wanwood Hill  Alston Cumbria

Income 1217.33
Expenditure 1011.87 205.46

6.10.18 Coates Marsh Farm Goole York
Income 291.00
Expenditure 330.98 (39.98)

10.11.18 Myerscough College Preston
Income 291.00
Expenditure 470.00 (179.00)

6.12.18 Radbourne Derbyshire
Income 451.78
Expenditure 532.00 (80.22)
Misc Expenditure (not incl above) (110.04)
Year End Balance (42.87)
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(11) Honoraria - Maxine McCullough, after a brief discussion, proposed an 
increase of £25 for All the Office Bearers. Seconded by Dave Donnelly. There 
were no other proposals and after a unanimous vote this was passed. Robert 
Geary raised the position of Breed Education Coordinator and suggested, 
due to the volume of work being done, that whoever held the position should 
be in receipt of an Honorarium and proposed this to the membership. This 
proposal was seconded by Maxine McCullough and was unanimously passed. 
The said Honorarium to be the same as the other Office bearers. 

(12) Elections - The secretary, Robert Geary stated that the following 
committee members had intimated standing down:- Debbie Lovatt; Paul 
Lovatt; Mandy Geary; Wendy Oxman were standing down. He then informed 
the members that Andrew Fleming had not attended any committee 
meetings or events and had taken no part in the committee in the previous 
year and as such asked that he be removed from the committee. The 
members all agreed unanimously. 

Nominations had been received for:- 

Pauline Luxmoore-Ball, Dave Donnelly, Angela Cooke and Bridgit Kearns. All 
required paperwork had been received as per rules. In addition we had our 
co-optee, Alice Turnbull, who still wished to stand for the committee. 

The members present all agreed to the changes in committee. 

(13) BEC Report -  Barbara reported to the members that she had attended a 
Kennel Club meeting for all BEC’s, which outlined what was expected from 
the BEC and their Clubs. She had updated the judging list and had lettered 
all judges who awarded CC’s in the breed to see if they would become 
mentors for prospective judges. The Club had instigated another Open Show 
in which it was hoped that prospective judges could be mentored during the 
show. The committee were also in progressing with holding “Supported” 
classes at shows in the forthcoming year, hopefully around they country. Very 
dependant on possible entries. Barbara also stated that she was organising 
another Breed Appreciation Day which would be later in the year. 

(14) Health Co-ordinators Report - 2018 was a fairly quiet year on the health 
front, we have been waiting for any activity within the Animal Health Trust 
“Give a Dog a Genome” study to report any findings back to us. As you can 
see from the correspondence with me, they have now done this and in short, 
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they have not found anything that they feel they can address as a single 
breed health issue within the GWP. After I received their recent findings I 
wrote expressing that we were a little disappointed that we had paid £1,000 
to be included into this study and that it had yielded no benefits to us as a 
breed, (their reply attached) therefore we can only hope that our data will 
help further ongoing studies in the future. Our GWP health survey has been 
quiet, the only new condition to report is that of a member who has a dog 
with Diffuse Idiopathic Skeletal Hyperostosis or DISH for short. This is 
progressive condition of the spine whereby abnormal calcification/bone forms 
on the soft tissues, tendons and ligaments around the spine, resulting in 
severe pain, reduced flexibility and altering mobility and in severe cases the 
prognosis is not good. Obviously at the moment this is the first and only case 
brought to my attention but we need to be aware of the condition and also 
the fact that the professionals consider it genetic so therefore, sensibly, an X-
ray of the spine and breeding from dogs over 3 years would be advisable if 
there are any concerns. Enquiries have been made with regard to getting a 
cardiologist to attend a GWP Club show to perform echocardiogram testing 
for us at a club event, as yet we have still to secure a date and get someone 
to agree to bring their equipment and of course if indeed it would be worth 
their while. This is something that is still being discussed. Below is the 
correspondence from Maxine and the reply from the GDG which we have 
included due to the amount of money spent sponsoring this venture.  

Dear Maxine and Robert,  
As you already know, we selected an older, healthy German Wirehaired 
Pointer to be whole genome sequenced as part of Give a Dog a Genome 
(GDG). The sequencing has now been completed by the external laboratory 
and the data has been made available for us to download. What happens 
next? The amount of data generated for each sample is enormous, around 
80-90 Gb. To put that into perspective, data from only 10 dogs will fill up the 
average modern personal computer, and the processing of the data will use 
the full capacity of the computer for months. As a result it takes time (about 1 
week) and a great deal of computing power to download and process the 
data so that it is ready for analysis. Once we complete this stage the German 
Wirehaired Pointer data will ready for further analysis. The data will be added 
to our genome bank and will begin contributing to ongoing and future studies 
in other breeds immediately. In addition, the data will be made available to 
other scientists for use in their own studies, and your breed has therefore 
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made a vital contribution to genetic research affecting the welfare of dogs 
worldwide.  

As the data is from a healthy dog, we will not be conducting analysis of the 
data to attempt to identify any variants that contribute to disease in the 
breed. However, should any of the dogs from which samples were submitted 
for GDG subsequently be diagnosed with a disease, please let us know. You 
will continue to receive any general GDG updates, but apart from that we will 
contact you only in the unlikely event that there is something specific to the 
German Wirehaired Pointer to report.  

I would once again like to thank you and the breed community for 
participating in Give a Dog a Genome. If you have any questions or concerns 
please email me on gdg@aht.org.uk. Yours faithfully, Louise and the rest of the 
Give a Dog a Genome Team –  

Louise Burmeister Postdoctoral Research Scientist Animal Health Trust, 
Lanwades Park, Kentford, Newmarket, Suffolk, CB8 7UU Switchboard: 01638 
751000 Ext: 1274 Reg Charity No 209642 http://www.aht.org.uk/gdg  

Dear Maxine  
Thank you for your email. I’m sorry to hear that you are unhappy with the way 
GDG has turned out. From the very beginning the purpose of GDG was 
primarily to build up a “bank” of naturally occurring DNA variants that do not 
cause disease from as many breeds as possible, to be used in future and 
ongoing studies. We made it clear that we would do this by sequencing the 
whole genome of a single dog from 75 different breeds, and that the dog 
sequenced COULD be affected with a disease OR a healthy, older control. A 
potential by-product of GDG was the possibility of investigating inherited 
diseases in a number of these breeds. My communications with you, and all 
other breeds, in the past have included explanations of how we selected 
which dogs we wanted to sequence. We were very careful about trying to 
manage breed expectations, and certainly never said, or meant to imply, that 
we would identify disease causing mutations in all 75 breeds.  

One of the main factors we took into consideration in selecting which dog to 
sequence was whether it would be most beneficial to the breed (and to 
current worldwide research) to select a dog affected with something, or a 
healthy control dog. One of the biggest factors to consider is whether any of 
the diseases of concern to the breed are likely to be genetically simple 
(caused by a single genetic mutation) or complex (caused by many genetic 
mutations and environmental effects). It is possible to investigate genetically 
simple diseases by sequencing the whole genome of a single case, but not 
complex diseases. Investigation of complex diseases requires different 
techniques and methods than only whole genome sequencing, and typically 
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require at least 100 cases and 100 controls. The 3 conditions selected by the 
GWP, epilepsy, DCM and CMO are all almost certainly complex, so 
sequencing an affected dog was never going to be an efficient and effective 
use of the breed and Kennel Clubs’ money or of our time and expertise. The 
one possible exception was idiopathic epilepsy (IE), as one of my colleagues is 
already investigating epilepsy in many different breeds, using the hypothesis 
that combining data from epileptic dogs from many different breeds could 
yield interesting and useful information about the shared genetic variants that 
contribute to IE in all of these breeds. In order to give ourselves the best 
possible chance of finding something useful we had to be especially stringent 
about which cases were technically classified as idiopathic epilepsy. There are 
internationally recognised criteria that any dog must meet to be officially 
diagnosed with Idiopathic Epilepsy. In a nutshell, the dog must be assessed 
by a veterinary specialist (a neurologist) who will run an array of tests 
(including MRI scans) to exclude the possibility that the seizures could be 
caused by like a brain tumour, or a virus (or a multitude of other possibilities). 
We sent detailed questionnaires to the owners of all dogs submitted as 
affected with epilepsy, which the Head of Neurology at the AHT studied to 
determine whether they met these criteria and we could use them for our 
research. In many cases we had to obtain full veterinary records to get a clear 
picture. I have attached a document describing what we were trying to do, 
which was sent to each of the affected dog’s owners.  

Unfortunately none of the three GWP that were submitted to GDG with 
epilepsy met all of the requirements to be classified as true Idiopathic 
Epilepsy, and could therefore not be included in the epilepsy study. That left 
sequencing of a healthy control as the best alternative for GDG. You may be 
interested to hear that of the 89 dogs sequenced as part of GDG, 20 of them 
are healthy, older controls. Most of these also listed diseases they are 
concerned about, but we didn’t sequence dogs with these diseases for the 
very same reasons I have explained here. While the GWP hasn’t contributed 
directly to the current IE work, it may yet turn out that any future IE findings 
could be relevant to GWP.  

With regards to any of the diseases that your breed is concerned about, I 
would encourage owners of affected dogs, and dogs related to them, to 
submit DNA samples from their dogs. We cannot even begin to investigate a 
condition without samples. I know it seems like a daunting task, especially 
considering the size of your breed, but it is certainly more likely to yield results 
than not submitting samples. In addition, as we already have control sequence 
from a GWP, that would be very useful in any future GWP studies. I certainly 
understand your disappointment, but I hope that you ate least understand our 
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reasons for selecting a control dog. Please do get in touch if I can be of any 
further assistance. 

(15) Rescue Co-ordinator Report - Since my last report there has been a lull 
by comparison to most years.  A lot of people made initial approaches then 
either rehomed themselves or withdrew the request.There is still an alarming 
trend for younger dogs coming up for rehoming and again, it seems to be 
down to lack of understanding regarding the breed and it’s need for exercise 
and mental stimulation.  The most recent two were both bitches the first aged 
20 months who had been passed off to a family completely n prepared for 
the exuberance of a young bitch and were appealing for help just three days 
into the adoption as the previous owner refused to take her back.  The 
second was just 12wks old and had been bought by a lady who was clearly 
mentally unstable and after ‘reading the advice on the Club website’ (her 
words; God alone knows exactly what she read or more to the point 
interpreted what she read) had her tied to the dining room table, complaining 
that she wasn’t housetrained and tried to bite her every time she went up to 
her.  This was a real emergency rush around but thankfully Barry Attersall once 
again stepped up and had collected her within three hours of the initial 
contact being made.  I’m pleased to say this pup had a very happy ending 
and is now living the dream with Barry’s parents.This again highlights the 
issues rescue faces with farm/gamekeeper/working bred puppies, there 
seems to be little concern where these puppies end up and make up the 
majority of calls for help I get. 

At present I have just 1 available dog, poor Sadie who has had so many 
applicants but they’ve all backed out, most of them before even visiting her.  I 
do have some interest in her again so it’s just a case of plodding on and 
hoping for the best. 

Robert Geary proposed that we should send Jay Boden a boquet of flowers 
in recognition of her work, that she does for the Club, in running our Rescue. 
Seconded by Maxine McCullough and passed unanimously 

(16) Election of Auditors - Taking in to account the Treasurer’s Report and 
the fact that the auditors were prepared to continue it was Proposed by 
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Barbara Stamp and seconded by Kimberley Winstanley that the Auditors 
should remain the same. The members agreed unanimously 

(17) Any Other Business 

A. The Barbara Pinkerton Awards were announced and Trophies presented to 
those in attendance.  

Top Dog :- Sh Ch / Deu Ch (VDH) Kimmax Kurious George owned by 
Peter and Maxine McCullough 

Top Bitch :- Sh Ch Kimmax Koz I Kan owned by Peter and Maxine 
McCullough 

Top Puppy :- Bareve Brynderi owned by Sarah Morris and Johnathan 
Evans 

B. Trevor brought to the attention of the members that Field Trial Panel 
judges have to pass the J Regulations exam by 2022 

There being no other business the meeting was brought to a close by a vote 
of thanks to the Chair from the members at 11.49am 
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